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Peking. When not engaged upon his domestic duties he spent
his time at the small house in a neighbouring quarter of the town
which he shared with his mother and two younger brothers, and
where, as an addition to his wages and to the commissions that,
like all other self-respecting Chinese, he made on every transac-
tion of the household where he was employed, he bred and traded
in fancy goldfish. One of his brothers served in a modern porce-
lain shop in Chien-men street. The other, still a boy, was
seeking employment.
Now Yang Wen Tsung was intelligent. He knew that among
the admirable things of heaven and earth, wealth came between
godliness and cleanliness—if it didn't come first—and it took
him only about a week to discover that Mrs. X, the Secretary's
wife, had a little money of her own to spend, which, he was
shocked to think, was accumulating quite uselessly at the bank.
Thrift was excellent in poor Chinese families but was derogatory
to a well-to-do European household, and Yang Wen Tsung
suspected that the X's were living on Mr. X's pay. He
liked them so much that he really was very much upset
about it.
It was the Secretary's duty from time to time to accompany
his Minister to Nanking, which city the Republican Government
had chosen as the capital. People said that this decision had been
arrived at in order to be as far removed as possible from the
Foreign Legation, for, though the representatives of the Powers
were usually polite and sometimes quite pleasant, they were very
exacting. So one day the Secretary proceeded with his Minister
to Nanking while his wife remained at their abode in the Legation
compound. She missed her husband and at times was dull.
One morning, a few days after the Secretary's departure,
Yan Wen Tsung entered the drawing-room carrying an attractive
glass bowl full of water in which swam a perfectly enchanting
Chinese goldfish, a creature of superlative beauty. It had a
shiny, iridescent body and a tail, or rather two or three tails,
several inches too long that floated idly behind it. Its eyes
protruded and it had one fin too many—or too few. At the
bottom of the bowl was a collection of delicious agate pebbles
from out of which arose a delicate tree of pink coral, while a
thread of emerald green weed grew from the opening of a pearly
shell. It was a work of art and, what is rare in works of art, its
principal feature was alive, " I think," said Yang Wen Tsung,
" lady like goldfish* Little plesent "—the Chinese fail to

